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Face to Face with Abraham Lincoln

{Address delivered before the Republican'^

Club of the Ninth Assembly District, ty

New York City, on February 4, 1930.\

By Emanue:l Hejrtz

The modern biographer or historian who seeks a final esti-

mate and a fair and definitive appraisal of the life work of

Abraham Lincoln, especially of the transcendent significance of

his term in the Presidential ofiice, is met with many an impasse,

many a blind alley, which simply cannot be explained or ac-

counted for in a scholarly fashion. The lack of many documents,

of numerous letters, of a great number of writings of Lincoln

—

gaps in many cases extending over months or years—which

would enable them to form such a final estimate and such a

definite appraisal, are some of the reasons for all the frag-

mentary and incomplete eff^orts at the task. The documents

available, or the greater portion of them, and upon which all

present day estimates are based, were seen for the last time in

1895 by two of Lincoln's secretaries who wrote what is known

as "Abraham Lincoln, a History", and subsequently published

his collected works in two volumes as far as they had been

collected up to that time, and they saw and examined more than

any other will ever see, for a great many of those papers are no

^<y longer in being. They took particular pride in the title—espe-

cially in the fact that it was a history of the period, prefaced

only by the merest sketch of Lincoln's early life—^a far more
00 extended history of the Kansas-Nebraska struggle—beginning

with the ordinances of secession, of the organization of the Con-

federate States, a period filled and overshadowed by the glamor

» of battle, the movements of armies, the clash of ironclads, the

} demolition of fortresses, the defiance of torpedos, the conquest

Ai^ of a battlefront of a thousand miles and the blockade of a coast

I of three thousand miles—with the appearance of heroes and^ heroic deeds on both sides of the contending forces, with heroic

989874
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leaders and protagonists such as have rarely, if ever, appeared

in one era—makes it, indeed, not only the greatest period in our

history, in the history of America, but up to that day in the

history of the world as well.

Time, the great artist, the great developer of the ultimate his-

toric photograph, who operates in a dark chamber called the

grave, the dark room in which the negative necessary to the

perfect photograph is developed, has somewhat revised the

estimates of Lincoln biographers and historians of the era which

began in 1865 and which culminated, roughly speaking, in 1895.

Would that these two secretaries had rather recorded all they

remembered of those epoch-making four years. They were both

young, impressionable, brilliant, alert, and one of them tre-

mendously capable and highly cultured. Would that they had

kept a diary as to what happened in the White House, in the

reception rooms, in the conference room, in the living rooms,

even as did Gideon Welles, of the events happening in the Cabi-

net room. That diary has never been equalled nor surpassed

for accurate, invaluable and reliable facts and information of

the events as they happened, recorded on the evening of the day

when they happened, and of Lincoln as he lived and worked and

controlled all of his co-workers in the Cabinet room—one of

Lincoln's battlefields altogether neglected by student and his-

torian alike, until the appearance of the Gideon Welles' diary.

Would that the voluminous memoranda taken by one of them

—for his daughter tells of those envelopes filled with notes and

memoranda which were stored away for future use—had been

released and published in all their completeness; and I hope

they will yet be in order that when the historian who is to do

for Lincoln what Boswell did for Dr. Johnson, Morley for

Gladstone, Moneypenny for Disraeli, Rowland for Jefferson

Davis, might have all the facts which came within their knowl-

edge. These facts are not available now. They cannot be.

They are scattered in a thousand different directions. An entire

lifetime, if not several, will have to be given to the reassembling

of these precious data. The majority of Lincoln's papers and

documents are now safely lodged in the Library of Congress,
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and while it is true that Lincoln's writings are not complete in

this collection, donated by his son to the only repository where

they of right ought to be, where the papers of all the Presidents

should be and as most are, we have ample reason to be grateful

that these, at least, are safely stored for future generations in

order to confound those who might doubt and cavil at Lincoln's

just claim to fame and immortality for which he, during his

lifetime, cared but little.

These papers have been at rest since 1895, and in an age

which knew no photostat and used the photograph in dealing

with documents but little, who knows even whether they be cor-

rectly transcribed as they appear in print? Some of them may
even have been edited and corrected. Who knows? Even some

of his photographs have thus been ''improved" and retouched.

The Lincoln legend has undergone some strange evolution

from that day to this, and we begin to read his written word

in the light of our new appreciation of him. No one for years

saw anything out of the ordinary in Lincoln's written word.

Then, and for years before, they who examined them found

little or nothing out of the ordinary in those documents, in those

letters, in those addresses. The few books written about him

were all cast in the same Orthodox mold. Dr. Holland created

it quickly, even came to Springfield to look about and look at the

Court House and the Lincoln home, and up the steps which led

to his office. They all quote the same letters, the same excerpts

and little, if any, interest became noticeable either then or until

1909, when an entire world had a strange awakening about this

man—Abraham Lincoln.

A veritable storm, a flood of Lincoln eulogy, praise, hurried

analysis, anecdote, poetry, biography, fairly inundated every

nook and corner of the land—and for that matter all over the

world and especially in and about our embassies where almost

on all occasions during the year Americans are to be found, and

especially in 1909—it was during Roosevelt's term in the Presi-

dency—Roosevelt who studied and attempted to follow Lincoln

and therefore had representative Americans in foreign lands

—

were a number of Americans attracted to these centers and
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hence were to be found on hand for this celebration which cir-

cled the then known civilized world. Up to that time, aside

from two or three organizations, and then not until 1887 when
the then Republican Qub of New York City inaugurated annual

Lincoln Day celebrations, no one thought or dreamed of a Lin-

coln anniversary, of a Lincoln festival, of a Lincoln function

when he—Lincoln—exclusively, was to be the subject of discus-

sion.

Even at Army reunions Lincoln's name was simply men-

tioned en passant, when a prominent soldier's eulogy was pro-

nounced. Somehow, Grant and Sherman and Sheridan, and

even Thomas, the great misunderstood and little appreciated,

and Stanton, and thanks to Lloyd Stryker, Andrew Johnson, the

great misunderstood and much maligned successor of the ''fore-

most" American, came into their own, sooner than the giant

intellect responsible for all of them, who gave them their oppor-

tunity, who summoned them to fame and fortune and glory, and

some few to his side and hence to immortality.

And even in 1909 it was more of a duty performed rather

late, but always a duty which called forth the hurried study, the

hectic research, the speedy preparation which an event of that

nature always calls forth. There was great commotion among
the private secretaries, their employers were impatient. They

were awaiting the specific paper on Lincoln—Lincoln the Law-

yer, Lincoln the Statesman, Lincoln the President, Lincoln the

Debater with Douglas, Lincoln and his Cabinet, Lincoln the

American, Lincoln the Leader, and so on until every note, the

whole gamut in that great life, was attempted to be sounded.

But true biography is not written in a hurry nor in vicarious

form, for historians and biographers are born, not improvised.

The sum total of it brought forth but little genuine material. It

was no more than a beginning.

Twenty years before we celebrated in similar haphazard

fashion the Centennary of the establishment of our government

under the Constitution, also at top limit speed, with indifferent

papers and eloquent addresses in abundance, soon to be forgot-

ten. In 1876 the Centennary of our Declaration of Indepen-
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dence in much the same way. And so, mutatis mutandis, we

celebrated in 1909 the Centennary of the birth of Lincoln, as

we will in due season celebrate the bi-Centennary of George

Washington in 1933. Just one or two, certainly not more than

a half dozen, papers or books adequately mark the 1909 Lincoln

Celebration.

And so the period after 1909 again became calm and drab

and forgetful, nothing of importance by way of historic justice

to Lincoln happened. The same annual Lincoln editorials fol-

lowed, until at last they began to appear in syndicated form so

that East and West received the same tabloid tribute to the

emancipator. And in this age of speed there seems to be a cer-

tain fatalistic logic that this should be so. At a time when a

collection of Lincoln material should have been made, could have

been made, all was done to make that impossible. Masses of

Lincoln material were destroyed, great quantities were lost from

official depositories were they should have been guarded against

careless borrowers who forgot to return and replace. A great

quantity was burnt and destroyed as the Lincoln family left

Springfield, both at home and in the office. Strange but the

Lincoln papers suffered from a number of such destructive

cleanings.

And although Mrs. Lincoln remained in the White House
for eight weeks after the assassination, she was in no condition

to look after records and papers and letters which would at

some future time be required to round out the immortal figure

of her life partner. She never was the same after April 14th,

and can well be pardoned for this neglect. Her heart was with
her martyred dead and her mind forever more or less be-

clouded.

Even the Lincoln collectors were limited up to within about
five years ago. Scarce a half dozen, or rather four—the Big
Four so-called—Lambert at the head of them, a generous soul,

and Wilson and Stewart and McClellan. They ruled in a rather

un-Lincolnian spirit, against anyone who dared or attempted
to break into their contracted and exclusive cult. Bibliographers,

as well, did their utmost to limit and bound and confine the field
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of Lincoln literature and Lincolniana within the narrowest

limits, and in the most autocratic manner, proceeded to define

what was and what was not a Lincoln item. Lincoln was ever

irritated by half-baked and unfair political decisions of the

highest court. So is it attempted at the present time to abridge

and whittle away his name and fame, by assigning many a per-

formance to another, or claiming that he was but led and con-

trolled by those about him.

And then the ghouls, or rather the ignorant who collected

Lincoln signatures and cut them from valuable documents which

were promptly destroyed or thrown away after yielding the

coveted signature. And in this holocaust he but shared the fate

of a great many others. But all helped to limit and hamper

the study and examination of Lincoln.

And then came a period when everyone had the mania of

presenting the "real" Lincoln, as he knew him—or as he thought

he knew him ! Was ever a word tortured to such a languid and

unreal meaning? Everyone shuddered to say something which

might be construed to favor Lincoln more than it should—all,

alas, to the lasting damage of that great personality. For actual

facts were suppressed and withheld for the benefit of this or

that candidate for the honor which of right belonged to Lin-

coln.

And so we see that what seemed a concerted effort was made
from a score of different points to limit and abridge the light

and the information needed for a complete understanding of the

life of Lincoln. And there never was a similar condition where

so many people claimed to know Lincoln, exclusively, to the ex-

clusion of everyone else. Herndon, his partner, thought he

knew him. Stuart certainly claimed that he knew him. Lamon
the lawyer and the Marshall for the District of Columbia

thought he knew him. His secretaries certainly thought they

knew him—all his secretaries, including Stoddard—and did not

hesitate to record their impressions in various forms.

Carpenter tells us what he knew about him during his brief

stay at the White House, painting the tired and overworked

President. Rankin certainly had claims that he knew him

—
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every office boy claims to know his employer. Arnold, the lone

friendly Congressman, certainly thought he knew him. Every

lawyer on the Circuit claims that distinction—that he alone

knew him. Schurz and McClellan and a host of others all claim

exclusive and final information, and did not hesitate to charac-

terize as inaccurate what others set down as final. Witness the

battle between McClure and two of Lincoln's secretaries, on the

single question as to whether Lincoln had aught to do with John-

son's nomination for the Vice Presidency. And then every

member of his Cabinet rightfully claimed exclusive knowledge

and information. The concerted eflfort of a great chorus from

Southern detractors and hostile critics did a great deal of dam-

age to the name and fame of Lincoln, in that it affected spineless

Lincoln biographers and writers to heed this cold and chilling

blast in order to demonstrate their impartiality and thus help to

create the great sheaf of false impressions about Lincoln, his

life and his performances thus being cramped and colored to

please all. What a futile effort this turned out to be! One
of the latest works from which so much was expected remained

affected in this manner, and while fragmentary might have been

valuable but for the siren sounds of these detractors, which had

their influence on the gifted author.

No one in the North resorted to such tactics in reaching a

proper appraisal of Jefferson Davis, of Robert E. Lee, of

Alexander H, Stephens—^nay, even of John C. Calhoun. The

clacque in the North, as far as the statesmanship or leadership

of the South is concerned, simply does not, and never did, exist.

On the contrary, Boston and New England have gone out of

their way to glorify both Lee and Calhoun, Jefferson Davis

and Stephens. Burgess and Rhodes and Dunning are fair and

impartial chroniclers of all the statesmen of the era regardless

of the locality from which they came or the side to which they

adhered. Whereas the South spoke but once, and then haltingly

and apologetically, through Lamar about Charles Sumner, thus

selecting the one individual who did less to help Lincoln than

a great many others, though less verbose, and then Lamar was
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more or less akin to Sumner—as erudite and ponderous as the

Massachusetts Senator.

The South, as a whole, has never forgiven Lincoln and never

understood him, with the possible exception of Stephens and

Lee. A voice here and there may have phrased a brief eulogy,

generally to a Northern audience as in the case of Henry W.
Grady; but the South, as a whole, to this day remains silent,

unconvinced and rather unwilling and uninterested to be con-

vinced. All the sins of the conquering armies, all the suffer-

ings of Reconstruction, all the ruffianism of Carpet Bagger and

adventurer are charged to the noble soul of Abraham Lincoln,

who did all that was humanly possible to prevent just that

lamentable situation, by urging his theory of reconstruction by

the friends of the South instead of the reconstruction by its

enemies.

What a strange fate pursued this man—first on earth when

his most dangerous adversaries were in the North and under

the guise of friendship undermining his every effort ; and now,

after death, the section he liberated, the section which became

first cleansed and liberated, and then great and wealthy and

powerful, and from whom he removed the curse of slavery, is

determined as much as ever to deny him his due and refuse

to acknowledge the heritage which he left for his countrymen

in North and South alike. What further proof is needed

than the fact that the second generation hallows the anniver-

saries of the events which marked the beginnings of the great

rebellion and periodically honors the chiefs who plotted and

planned and fought for the undoing of our common country,

and moves to expunge from (Official records what was said on the

occasion of his assassination, and on motion of a former Presi-

dent's grandson moves to condemn Lincoln at this day, with-

out a word of dissent from anyone of those present.

Witness the literature which sprang up about the monument

on Stone Mountain, which is to immortalize the Lost Cause

and its leaders, on the most gigantic scale and style attempted

since the days of Rameses in Egypt, the day of royal tomb and

sphynx and giant pyramid.
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I cannot help quoting one of the last things Goethe said—^that

greatest mind in a great era:

"Contemporaries are too easily mistaken in their appraisal of

the great men of their day: their extraordinary qualities irri-

tate them ; their logical and useful lives distort their views, pre-

vent fair estimates and acknowledgment of their achievements.

But dust, fog and clouds disappear, they settle down and then

we see the vista before our eyes, clear and distinct; we see light

and shade, we examine the achievements of these great men,

with a spirit of calm, as we are in the habit of gazing upon the

glorious orb of the full moon on a clear summer night."

And so it seems that Lincoln is coming into his own by sheer

force of justice. The light which is daily being shed upon the

principal actors of that great era, which commenced in 1858

and which terminated in 1865, constantly adds to his stature.

The never-ending carping and criticising and fault-finding is

giving way to a patient and concerted gathering of the facts in

order to reveal the military leaders and statesmen of the time.

About a half of a hundred have now been evalued and docu-

mented. The investigators may have been working along

different lines in preparing these biographies and collections of

lives, letters and speeches of each—Vice Presidents, Generals,

Cabinet Officers, Senators, Governors, Justices, Reformers,

Newspapermen, Preachers—but all seem at last to desire the

thorough study of Lincoln in order to show that their par-

ticular hero was with Lincoln and indispensable to Lincoln and

aided him at all times; for that, after all, is what counts in

each case. No Northern leader simply existed outside the Lin-

coln sphere of influence. What did Lincoln think of him? How
far did Lincoln confide in him? Can it truly be said that he

worked with Lincoln ? These and like questions are asked and

answered by all the biographers. And so some of the family

records hitherto withheld begin to shed some light on Lincoln's

associations with these men.

The great revival is not over five or ten years old at the ut-

most. In those years appeared more important books and

pamphlets and treatises about Lincoln and the great characters
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and events of his pericxi than ever before. The Courts are

beginning to give up their records completely; lawyers with

whom he practiced and judges before whom he pleaded alike

bring unimpeachable testimony as to his ability, his honesty, his

fairness to clients, lawyers, opponents and jurors alike. The

newspaper files are giving up their hidden Lincoln editorials

and treasures, consisting of stories and of experiences of Lincoln

and of those who came in contact with him in Springfield or in

Washington. Bibliographers begin to rub their eyes at what

is now considered, and rightfully so, a Lincoln item. The old

definitions as to what is and what is not a Lincolm item have

been cast to the winds. Everything which sheds light on some

important phase of his many-sided life is a Lincoln item, and

new ones are appearing daily—with the appearance of a new
letter, of a new story, of a new reminiscence, of a new pardon

or deed of mercy.

Whether a reference to Lincoln, or an interview with Lincoln,

or a note from Lincoln, is imbedded in a diary, in an auto-

biography, in a history, in a biography, in a monograph, in a

magazine article, in an address, in a newspaper of the time, in

a Lincoln document, or in a letter of one of his contemporaries

—

every one of these things is a Lincoln item. Every photograph,

every painting, every medal, every broadside—is a Lincoln item.

**Pew 89" in Plymouth Church in Brooklyn, where he sat on

February 26, 1860, and hearkened to Beecher, and in spirit

communed with and thus took his mental measure—is a most

eloquent Lincoln item, for it was there that he met the Beecher

phalanx, there he saw the platform where Beecher acted the

auctioneer of the slave girl Pinki.

The opinions of contemporary men of affairs at home and

abroad—how can we omit Russell's Diary, Dicey's and Freeman's

and Laugell's opinions—are all Lincoln items and will remain

Lincoln items until finally imbedded in the definitive series of

volumes which will justly be called the Life, Letters, Addresses,

Debates, Messages, Legal Papers, Parables, Services—^the un-

dying performances and prophetic utterances of Abraham Lin-

coln. The hundreds of new Lincoln students and collectors have
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thus overruled the old canons and discarded the old definitions,

and have burst asunder the limitations of Lincoln study and

how he should be historically treated and revealed—and we are

now actually to gather and collect along these new lines.

Still another phenomenon has appeared in the constantly

growing development of a true picture of our great President.

We are now re-reading the very documents which have been be-

fore us these many years. For we are beginning to understand

them better. We are naturally eliminating ourselves in our

study of him—as his contemporaries could not do. Browning

and Chase and Seward and a great many others, remained con-

vinced that they were better men than Lincoln. Even Ben

Butler and Grant were suggested to displace him! Charles

Francis Adams, a great scholar, statesman and diplomat by

inheritance, the son of the sixth President and the grandson of

the second President, one of the colossi of the Revolutionary

and post-Revolutionary periods, and two of his brilliant sons,

Henry Adams and Charles Francis Adams the Second, together

with the pompous Sumner and eloquent Andrew, were never

capable of judging him, for their own importance militated ever

against the arrival at a fair and proper estimate of Abraham
Lincoln—Lincoln without a local background, without the

aegis of a college or university. Every one oi them honestly

believed that he could have done better at the task than Lincoln.

Sumner and his fellow-statesmen, in their attitude as to Lin-

coln's poHcies immediately after the last notes of eulogy died

away, showed definitely what they thought of Lincoln and his

policies.

How can you expect the entire generation of military men,

many of them not unmindful of their appearance on horseback

from Grant and Sherman and Sheridan to Farragut and Porter

and Foote—and I have selected six who were in accord with

Lincoln—^to give full credit to the civilian President, often with

a shawl over his shoulders, hovering between the White House

—ever crowded with petitioners of every hue, and the War
Office, the hospital, and his "clerk'* Stanton, as some of them
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called him. Halleck and Rosecranz and McClellan and Hooker

and all the rest of the quarreling Generals thought they were

doing all the work and Lincoln and Stanton were simply re-

ceiving their despatches of the doings of their representatives

in the field and were charged with interfering with, rather than

helping, the generals and the armies in the field.

But now that that entire generation is gone and their doings

are analyzed and their stature appraised, and now that each

one has climbed into the larger or smaller niche of fame or ob-

scurity or oblivion, we can well afford to begin all over again

with the work of completing the Lincoln portrait. We can now
separate the wheat from the chaff. Libel and slander and false

report have long lost their sting. We can dismiss all that tribe

of uniformed, self-styled, saviours of the Union who were

forced to perform their appointed tasks by the unseen Hercules

in the War Office, completely at one with, and in the hands of,

his modest chieftain who became, under his benign control, even

as clay in the hands of the potter, who was aware at all times

of their petty jealousies and of their unworthy schemes to ad-

vance their own ends and fortunes. He worked with these

as best he could ; he had none other for the time being—he had

to mold his own army, his own navy, his own commanders.

We can gather from these mountainous records which are

being gathered—newspapers, reports of individuals and of com-

missions what Lincoln really meant to the Union in her hour of

agony. That none other could have accomplished what he ac-

complished is now proved out of their own mouths. We could

construct a real Stone Mountain monument for Lincoln and

his men, every atom of which is fact and truth and perform-

ance, and there would be no question about the position of

Lincoln in the procession—he alone would lead as he led in life.

No fame, no fiction, no imagination is necessary. All we need'

to do is to display the facts—tell the naked truth. We can well

re-read those documents which his secretary used for the pur-

pose of writing the history of the time, and incorporate them as

re-read into a history of Lincoln who overshadowed and dom-
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mated the entire period, from the moment of the first rays of

hope which shone forth from his inaugural, to the moment of

universal sorrow when he stepped into immortality and became

a figure for the ages. It is not a question as to whether he took

the place of Lee or Davis or Stonewall Jackson or Johnston on

the Union side. We only had one leader and he led all the rest

—and all the world knows it now. Lincoln, and Lincoln alone,

at all times, on every front, in every nook and corner of the

loyal States—led, and his people followed in spite of leaders who
hesitated, in spite of leaders who cautioned against haste and

desired a referendum on every act, in spite of Abolitionists who
urged haste, in spite of enemies who advocated the breaking up

of the government. The great mass followed Lincoln and his

work of the preservation of the Union.

Yes, we are now coming face to face with the Lincoln of the

Legislature as his outlines are depicted in the newspapers of the

times and in the letters and editorials which he wrote—modestly

withholding his name—and in the letters which his confreres in

the Legislature wrote to him and about him, and in the many
new letters of his own which are coming from their hiding

places. We are now coming face to face with the Lincoln of

the law office of Lincoln & Herndon. Oh! what a fascinating

tale is unfolded in his relations with his partners, with his

clients, with his friends, with his children who roamed at will

in his office, as we examine all the old documents and files, both

printed and written, and as we read the new letters to clients

and from clients which are coming to the surface and which

were not available until now, when they have made their first

appearance in the auction rooms where the collections of his

contemporaries are disposed of. And what a human and hu-

mane side of Lincoln they disclose. How even here his patience

was taxed to the utmost, for he took his legal problems as

seriously as he did his political problems. We find the same

Lincoln everywhere.

Was ever a gentler father and kinder and more considerate

husband to be found, patient with an irritable and proud and
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ambitious, but loyal and helpful and watchful wife? Mary
Todd was certainly Lincoln's best friend and most loyal ad-

viser. What a beautiful phase of Lincoln do we see in his

domestic trials, as witnessed at the time when death and sorrow

and loss of a dear one stalked through his home? Without

Mary Todd, Lincoln might never have come into his own. Cer-

tainly not if he had gone to Oregon and awaited an election as

first Senator from that State, when and if it came into the

Union. It was Mary Todd who made that impossible.

We are now coming face to face with Lincoln, the fine type

of politician, the thorough fighter and organizer, planner of

future success, undisturbed by repeated failures, as we re-read

his political letters and as we see the new political letters which

were not available until now when they have come from their

hiding. They all disclose the generous, the honorable oppo-

nent, the conscientious politician with a heart and a soul, in

spite of an absorbing ambition which for a long time seemed

to meet with disappointment only. What other man in his

class was ever subjected to such a career of disappointment?

We are now coming face to face with Lincoln, the fine type

of a statesman and a national leader, in a class by himself, who
had never held important office up to the time when he spoke

up so that an entire country listened. A man had to be a Gov-

ernor of a great State, a prominent Senator, Cabinet officer or

victorious General, to say the least, in order to get a nation-

wide hearing*—as he crosses the State lines and enters Ohio and

Indiana and Kansas and Wisconsin—and finally emerges on the

platform at Cooper Union where for a moment he is almost

dazzled by the gaze riveted upon him by an entire nation,*^ as we
re-read his political letters and speeches, and as we see the new

political letters and speeches which are being discovered and

released showing how he plodded and worked and planned to

achieve political pre-eminence in order to put his ideals into

practice and reality, in a sorely beset country threatened with

permanent disruption. We see a far-seeing, fearless man, with

a remedy for, and a solution of, our two hundred year old calam-

* We now see him.

*2 We now see him.
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ity—who is unafraid, who tells both sides their shortcomings,

their faults, their sins, and summons all to perpetuate the Union

and purge it in the fire of war if need be.

We are now face to face with Lincoln, the debater and van-

quisher of Douglas, when we re-read his inspired utterances

from the seven platforms which, not unlike Balaam's seven

altars from which he was to curse Israel, became seven points

or coigns of vantage from which the false doctrine was to have

been preached, but which became the platforms from which

Lincoln announced and defended the principle that a house di-

vided against itself cannot stand, cannot endure; neither could

the country half free and half slave. And we are also aided by

the new letters and documents which shed much needed light

on Lincoln's efforts to prevent the nomination of Douglas for

the Presidency by the Republican Party, actually urged by

Horace Greeley and his school of opportunist and self-important

journalists, as well as render his defeat a certainty when nomi-

nated by a wing of a divided democracy—which Lincoln helped

to divide—first divide, and then defeat.

We are now face to face with him during his wait for a

nomination, which might have been denied him—^the calm coun-

try lawyer in his office and in the telegraph office—a nomination

which seemed providential to some but which was prepared and

planned by Lincoln and his Springfield friends in conjunction

with Judge Davis and Judd and Speed. His quiet campaign

—

he needed no extended speech-making tour—the planks of his

platform—were well known and needed no repetition; all the

world knew what Lincoln stood for—North as well as South;

his election and his patient preparation and wait from Election

Day to his inauguration; his conferences with Seward and

Hamlin and Weed and the other leaders of his new party who
came to aid and advise the man they thought inexperienced and

inferior and unequal to the great task which they thought was

unfortunately thrust upon him. Ah, how little they all knew
or understood him.

We see the new light shed by new letters, new reports of con-

ferences as to how he inspired his vacillating followers

—

^the
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leaders in the North and in Congress—by advice, by counsel,

by suggestion as how to keep the Union together until he

reached his hazardous post. Surrender nothing now, he warns

the panic-stricken leaders in Congress, bent cm peace at any

price, ready to make any sacrifice no matter how disgraceful, or

the work would have to be done all over again.

We see him face to face on his journey from Springfield to

Washington, a trying experience harshly commented on and

savagely criticized by most and understood by few. Every man
had a cure or a shibboleth which Lincoln must adopt, and adopt

without hesitation and at once or Lincoln is unfit for his job.

And for the first time we now have a reliable account of how
he came from Harrisburg to Washington overnight. The Presi-

dent of the railroad now at last tells the whole story for the

first time—it has just been found written in his own hand

—

which finally settles and fully narrates another event hitherto

incompletely told. The plotters, the schemers, the fraudulent

contractors, the peace-at-any-price men have disappeared, and

we see Lincoln spiritually alone in Washington on March 4,

1861. We barely remember another name that stands out aside

from Stephen A. Douglas who offered his help, and that was

probably the best attended inauguration since Jackson's, and

every man of any importance in the North was there as well as

a thousand Southern spies and sponsors of secession.

He is now God's annointed ! He is at the helm. The hour

has struck. Out goes the decrepit, insipid, helpless, pitiable ad-

ministration, the laughing stock of the South, the contemptible,

cowardly guardian of the Union who turned his back when the

looting and dismembering of the Union began, who spent the

remaining years of his life in an attempt to prove that he

could not do otherwise, and there is ushered in the author of

the First Inaugural, the only man commissioned by Him who
guides the destinies of men and nations to save the Union.

We are again face to face with Lincoln as we re-read the old

letters and reenforce them with the new—covering this period

of fear, of uncertainty, of schemes, of jobbery, of cowardice

in the councils of the North and treason ablaze in the South
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and in the crucially important border States, and especially Ken-

tucky, Missouri and Tennessee. No one saw so clearly the im-

portance of holding them in the Union as did Lincoln ; he even

helped to keep what is now West Virginia and Maryland. The

others bleated with Greeley : "Let the erring sisters go in peace."

We see the logic and consistency of this man of one idea. Like

Jackson, he felt "the Union—she must be preserved." This

in the final analysis was Lincoln's one idea. Everything else

was of secondary importance.

Oh! how welcome in the destiny of men is the man with one

idea, provided the idea is genuine and great and just and ele-

mental ; such one idea as dominated Moses and Galileo and

Columbus and Luther and Newton and Washington and Jack-

son and Johnson—men of one idea all. This quiet melancholy

man from Illinois, who could nevertheless be heard around the

world, was preeminently a man of one idea. But the idea was

clearer to him and better understood by him than by any other

living man. We see him in a new light when we read Mac-

Dowell's statement that Lincoln was actually ready to proclaim

that Bull Run was his and not MacDowell's fault, prevented

only by MacDowell's sincere and patriotic appeal that such an

utterance at such a time would be a grave menace to his leader-

ship of the distracted Union. He ever took the blame and

yielded praise to others. He knew no venom. He desired no

praise.

We see the same characteristics in his dealings, in his plead-

ings, with McClellan and Hooker and Meade and Grant ; the

great man, fatherlike, bent down to these inferior men and

reasoned with them and tried to guide them. But he found in

Grant alone, the one soldier, raised to leadership, who tried to

understand and work with him and remain in one accord. We
see him face to face in the great number of letters and diaries

and pardons and appeals—all newly come to light, which reveal

the great military expert and strategist, the apt student of mov-

ing and mobilizing and munitioning armies as though he had

been a graduate of a military school and had been doing noth-

ing else all his life.
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While his countrymen were asleep, he spent sleepless nights

reading military tactics and studying the war map, and all the

time constantly praying for guidance and Divine help. Let

foreign military experts testify as to his great understanding

and his great deserts as a military tactician, if his own refrain

from doing him justice. For none of them relished the thought

that he knew more about their calling than they did. Years

later, one or two became conscious of what he meant to them

and actually acknowledged the worth and value of his military

advice. But altogether too late—as late as Sumner's confession

to Grimes, that he, Sumner, was wrong in hounding Johnson.

The data are here, the requests and orders are here, his deci-

sions and recommendations are here, and they are all sound.

The man of one idea was ever right—right as against dissenting

Legislator and obdurate General. The Monitor was certainly

made possible by Lincoln's far-seeing mind alone. Others scoffed

at Ericsson's invention. Years of bloodshed might have been

saved had his advice been more frequently heeded. Especially

after Gettysburg, when a frightened commander hesitated to fol-

low a crushed and defeated antagonist who had lost his best

legions, suffered a great defeat, and literally crept back to safety

while his Union vanquisher remained undecided and unconscious

of his great military victory.

We see him face to face as he plays the great game of di-

plomacy with Palmerston and Russell and Gladstone and Louis

Napoleon, and completely overwhelms them with his insight and

foresight and almost inspired judgment. He convinces Cobden

and Bright and the Queen, but not the hostile press. Palmerston,

the greatest of English Prime Ministers, falls before Lincoln.

He fails to understand him. Gladstone, too, fails to understand

and sins against the light but does penance years after for his

unpardonable haste in attempting to bring about recognition of

the slave power and for seriously advocating intervention.

Disraeli, alone among the Cabinet class of statesmen—England's

empire-builder—pays homage to this great universal man. Abra-

ham Lincoln and Palmerston—what a contrast. This is what
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one of our keenest publicists has to say about the two contem-

poraries :

" * * * Palmerston," says George Bancroft, "traced his

lineage to the time of the conqueror; Lincoln went back

only to his grandfather. Palmerston received his educa-

tion from the best scholars of Harrow, Edinburg, and

Cambridge ; Lincoln's early teachers were the silent forest,

the prairie, the river, and the stars. Palmerston was in

public life for sixty years ; Lincoln for but a tenth of that

time. Palmerston was a skilful guide of an established

aristocracy; Lincoln a leader, or rather a companion, of

the people. Palmerston was exclusively an Englishman,

and made his boast in the House of Commons that the

interest of England was his Shibboleth; Lincoln thought

always of mankind, as well as his own country, and served

human nature itself. Palmerston, from his narrowness

as an Englishman, did not endear his country to any one

court or to any one nation, but rather caused general un-

easiness and dislike; Lincoln left America more beloved

than ever by all the peoples of Europe. Palmerston was

self-possessed and adroit in reconciling the conflicting fac-

tions of the aristocracy; Lincoln, frank and ingenuous,

knew how to poise himself on the ever-moving opinions

of the masses. Palmerston was capable of insolence to-

wards the weak, quick to the sense of honor, not heedful

of right; Lincoln rejected counsel given only as a matter

of policy, and was not capable of being wilfully unjust.

Palmerston, essentially superficial, delighted in banter, and

knew how to divert grave opposition by playful levity;

Lincoln was a man of infinite jest on his lips, with saddest

earnestness at his heart. Palmerston was a fair repre-

sentative of the aristocratic liberality of the day choosing

for his tribunal, not the conscience of humanity, but the

House of Commons; Lincoln took to heart the eternal

truths of liberty, obeyed them as the commands of Provi-

dence, and accepted the human race as the judge of his
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fidelity. Palmerston did nothing that will endure; Lincoln

finished a work which all time cannot overthrow. Pal-

merston is a shining example of the ablest of a cultivated

aristocracy; Lincoln is the genuine fruit of institutions

where the laboring man shares and assists to form the

great ideas and designs of his country. Palmerston was

buried in Westminster Abbey by the order of his Queen,

and was attended by the British aristocracy to his grave,

which, after a few years, will hardly be noticed by the

side of the graves of Fox and Chatham ; Lincoln was fol-

lowed by the sorrow of his country across the continent

to his resting place in the heart of the Mississippi valley,

to be remembered through all time by his countrymen, and

by all the peoples of the world."

This Goliath went down before the American David whose

missile was the Emancipation Proclamation and of which Chris-

tian England heard within a dreadfully short and fatal week

before the fatal Cabinet meeting was to have been held, when

recognition, if not intervention outright, was to have been

decided upon. Yes, the entire generation of European Chan-

cellors and foreign ministers fell before this man who had been

chosen after Seward and Chase and Bates and Cameron had

been rejected, without ever confronting him or seeing him but

ever underestimating him. Palmerston—Lincoln—it was un-

thinkable in the minds of the hostile English Cabinet or Parlia-

ment, to compare the English aristocrat and the American

hewer of wood. Every workingman in England, however, by

some unknown necromancy which draws together and unites

human hearts would have sided with Lincoln against Palmerston

if the test ever came. The workingmen knew him and he

them. He was one of them. In fact, for the remaining years

of his life he was an honorary member of theirs after he rose

to fame and to heights undreamed of by him or them.

If ever the Russian Foreign Office yields its secrets, we will

then be able to judge how far-flung was Lincoln's diplomacy.

There, too, was an aristocrat—Gortchakoflf—brilliant, ambitious
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and relentness on the point of British foreign diplomacy. He
leaned to Lincoln. We will then be face to face with this

rustic master of diplomacy who had enlisted Russia's help to

warn England and France, and her help was indeed indispensa-

ble, if intervention by an over-anxious, hostile world was to be

avoided. Some proof is beginning to appear as Boston's elite

is entertaining Russia's seamen in 1864 for aiding the Presi-

dent of our embattled country.

We again see him face to face as his great heart and noble

soul respond to the innumerable calls of mercy, of kindness,

of forgiveness to those who have fallen from grace, to those

who have gone afoul of military law, to those who have been

condemned by tribunals actuated by that form of justice which

prevails when a country fights for life and for continuity, and

known as military law—speedy, inexorable and a law which,

alas, knows no mercy and never did know what it means to

forgive and overlook faults and failings which are human.

This phase of his life can never be fully chronicled for it was

so many-sided. He did so much that no full record could be

kept. But the fragmentary record will suffice to give us an

indication to what dizzy heights this humble rustic rose.

Oh! what an Iliad of woe is part of every Civil War. The
people suffer, the best of youth is sacrificed in increasing

numbers, and the firing squad and the gallows are kept going

at all times, on both sides, not forgetting the military prisons

where a more lingering death by starvation and disease is

decreed. It is here, where we see him face to face in revolt

against the usual order, when men like Stanton and Dix and

Grant and Sherman call for execution and threaten to act be-

fore Lincoln can review their decisions, Lincoln whispers mercy

and forgiveness and repeatdly cheats the gallows and the firing

squad. The records of these acts of mercy are coming out

one by one, until Lincoln is shown to be the most merciful of

all his predecessors, the most merciful of all rulers, crowned

or uncrowned. This heart-rending story could never be sup-

pressed. His deeds of mercy have become the common prop-

erty of all mankind although the calendar is far from complete.
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But it is constantly growing. No one has attempted to abridge

this phase of the great War president, because it was a weapon

used by his enemies to show how he demoralized his armies and

hampered his commanders in the field. When Chase is finally

elevated to Taney's place, we may well ask ourselves what other

President would have acted in like manner and forgotten and

forgiven repeated insult and insubordination? "I suppose,"

said he, "the Judge did behave pretty ugly ; but that would not

make him any less fit for his place, and I have a Scriptural

authority for appointing him. You recollect that while the

Lord on Mount Sinai was getting out a commission for Aaron,

that same Aaron was at the foot of the mountain making a false

god, a golden calf, for the people to worship; yet Aaron got

his commission, you know."

Even Buchanan speaks up from obscurity and praises the

unselfishness, the patience and forgiveness of the President.

Who, but Lincoln, would have rewarded Chase with a position

which could have been bestowed upon closer and more loyal

friends of Lincoln and men who measured up in ability to

requirements of that exalted position—Bates and Blair and

Curtis and Evarts and Reverdy Johnson, to mention but a

few—all abler men and better lawyers. And what is true of

Chase is true of all the others with whom he came in contact.

When any criticism or fault-finding was in order, the whole

world knew about it. The insolence of some of these we of

today cannot understand. When Lincoln came back with ex-

planation and gentle reproof the document is hidden, suppressed,

and only a miracle unearths his side of the controversy. In-

stead of dismissal, annihilation, removal, he was kind and for-

giving and long-suffering. These opponents of his, these asso-

ciates with whom he worked, were all bad losers. They did not

play the game. They did not appreciate the age in which they

were living. To them the dissolution of the Union meant

more jobs to be filled, two Presidents, two Cabinets, and then,

who knows, perhaps the West may determine to go it alone,

and so on until no one knows when the flood gates would close.

They failed to grasp what was happening around them or they
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would not have attempted to foil his efforts, to thwart his plans

as they did. The great events which were shaping the destiny

of our country were unnoticed by these local politicians, by

these tinsel statesmen—Wade, Winter Davis, Ben Butler, Tad

Stevens, Seymour, Pendleton—all proclaiming their patriotism

and their loyalty to the Constitution. They saw him, heard

him, but knew him not.

They utterly failed to comprehend his purposes. He was

above and beyond their ken. There was but one honorable

exception—Andrew Johnson. He knew Lincoln, he understood

him and was ever ready to carry out his purposes, staking his

life during his military Governorship and his political reputation

after his accession to the Presidency. He had none others.

He believed in none others to the end of his days. And no

man in our history was more sorely tempted or maligned for

so doing.

We begin to see him face to face as the archives of the

members of his Cabinet have become revealed. Time was when

a great many of these documents were hidden and suppressed

because of some gentle reproof administered by the great soul

—when the member of his official family provoked it. For

with one or two exceptions they all, at one time or another,

attempted to thwart him, to influence him, to outvote him or

to sway him, until at last they found themselves utterly con-

founded by that eternal truth and honor that actuated all his

motives. Most of these documents are gone—destroyed by a

member of Lincoln's own family and kept out of the compila-

tion of Nicolay & Hay by that same member in order that

no one surviving be hurt or harmed in the estimation of the

world reading, as it does, all about Lincoln. Here is Lincoln's

heart acting, so to say, through his own flesh and blood, even

after he had gone to his eternal rest. He, as well as his

kin, would rather plant a rose where a thorn had grown.

And now all, one by one, testify to his primacy, to his lead-

ership, to his greatness. Just why it has taken all this time

for the dawning of the sunrise remains a puzzle. The same

phenomenon is repeated in his relation to the governors

—
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the War governors of the North and the West—some hostile

outright, some few loyal, all exasperating both in advice and in

the manner of their responding to the appeals for help con-

stantly directed to them. The leading Senators of those trou-

blesome times, as well as the leaders in the House, played the

same game, always jealous of the prerogatives which they did

not use and did not know how to apply to the saving of the

Union. Here, too, there was but one exception. Andrew

Johnson, who at the risk of assault and assassination and im-

peachment and degradation, stood by Lincoln at all times with

all his might until death sealed his lips which, to the very last

address, ever moved and gave utterance to Lincoln's voice and

words as though they had been touched by the same burning

coals from the National altar whereon were sacrificed the

youth of the Nation, in order that it may emerge reunited

and eternal.

We see him face to face as he literally tears down the masks

of the enemies of the Union, and how he struggles with those

who stop to argue the propriety of his measures and the con-

stitutionality of his acts, while the Union is trembling in the

balance and is going through a war and a rebellion such as

has never before taxed the resources and the strength of a

free people.

''Submit the draft to a popular vote," says Seymour, while

the mob, "my friends" as he called them, were burning and

pillaging and hanging negroes and burning orphan homes in

the streets of New York City until Federal regiments, and not

Seymour's militia or Fernando Wood's police force reestab-

lished order. And yet McClellan carried New York City by

an overwhelming vote against Lincoln in 1864. And Robert

C. Winthrop—New England's scholarly statesman—helped and

advised Lincoln's defeat and McClellan's election. But he,

too, made amends after Lincoln's death.

We are only now beginning to comprehend what was his

task as these figures, great and small, have been revealed to us

in life and biography and posthumous works, released by a

new generation which finds no need in guarding the secrets of
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their forefathers, for there was, indeed, glory in it for all

without depriving Lincoln of a dot or tittle of credit. They

were fortunate, indeed, in having been his messengers, his

aides, his spokesmen and his mannikins in the great drama of

the period. They remain known to posterity simply because

they were his aides, his associates. What would Grant have

been had not Lincoln been adamant to those who demanded his

removal ? What would Stanton have been had he not tolerated

his manners and his outbursts? What was he, indeed, during

the period immediately following Lincoln's death, without

Lincoln's constant guiding hand.

What would Seward have been had he not been bent to

Lincoln's purposes? Had not Lincoln literally held his hand

as he wrote his diplomatic papers? What would have become

of the entire North had not Lincoln silenced Greeley, converted

Beecher, humored Sumner and mollified Andrew, leashed Butler,

encouraged Curtin and overpowered Morton and cajoled Yates

and defended Andrew Johnson against attack and vilification

second only to what he himself endured? ''Show me a man
who sacrificed more for the Union than Johnson" he repeatedly

asked when these gravediggers came howling for their victim.

''Follow Lee," he pleaded with Meade after Gettsburg; "if

you succeed the glory is yours, if you fail I'll assume the re-

sponsibility." Has ever king or emperor or head of a nation

spoken this or similar language? They generally occupy their

time in planning their position in the procession incident to

the return of their victorious army. They are generally con-

cerned about their place in history and yearn for the plaudits

of the multitudes which go to victorious leaders of a conquer-

ing army.

And the Abolitionists, the intelligencia of those days so-called

—^their attitude to Lincoln was indeed intolerant and indefensi-

ble ! And as we read the cold type today it seems well nigh trea-

sonable. For fully four years, with one or two exceptions, they

were consistent in their hostility, in their underestimation and

wilful misinterpretation of all he said and all he did. All of
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them condemned and vilified Lincoln to the last moment. And
as one of them said within a month of his assassination

:

**A. Lincoln is acclaimed as a glorious warrior because every

one of his efforts failed, and the conclusion is irresistible that

he is an incapable Commander-in-Chief.

"A. Lincoln is acclaimed as a great man because he was com-

pelled to do against his will what he never intended to do.

*'A. Lincoln is acclaimed a wise statesman because he never

foresaw as to what he had to do and never could accomplish

what he did foresee.

*'A. Lincoln is acclaimed as the representative of unselfishness

because he did what no other President did before him—be-

cause unlike any President before him he abused the whole

might of a people struggling for its existence in order to main-

tain his position.

"A. Lincoln is acclaimed as the hero of freedom because in

spite of all his efforts he could not save slavery.

"A. Lincoln is acclaimed as the Saviour of the Republic be-

cause he did not succeed in becoming its traitor in spite of his

un-Republican politics.

"A. Lincoln is even claimed as a radical because he exhausted

every power of conservatism in vain. What good happened

in spite of Abraham Lincoln, or in spite of him what evil was

prevented—with that he is credited. What evil came through

him or what good remained undone on account of him, that

is stricken from his account. His opposition is turned into

.support; his inability is turned into ability; his wrongdoing is

translated into accomplishment, what fate accomplished in spite

of his will or by means of his enemies—that is credited to his

glory, for his mistakes, yea, his crimes, are not only treated

with consideration but are praised, and he is endowed with

virtues which he never possessed. This man who, on both

sides, was the medium to destroy everything which we call

Justice, is Abraham Lincoln. A. Lincoln is the most outstand-

ing exemplar of those people who work against Justice while

they have neither power nor courage to do Justice to others.

"In front of that throne of Justice before which A. Lincoln
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ought to receive his judgment, there is yet no room, either in

this country and perhaps not even in any other country. In

Europe, through ignorance or through lack of interest; here,

however, his own party upholds him at all hazards, for business

reasons and for governmental interests, where as the Democratic

party being the adjudged criminal, is not in a position to be

called in for judging him on account of his main crimes, and

therefore cannot condemn him. And even those who are radi-

cals, the scales of Themis have been hung away as though they

themselves were terrorized by them.

If, however, out of the thousand millions of people which

this earth carries—999,999,999 acclaim and agree in the praise

of A. Lincoln, then I, alone, will call to all humanity
—

**You

lie, you lie, you lie!"*

And this was from a close friend of Wendell Phillips who
was highly regarded and nobly eulogized by Wendell Phillips.

Eulogy for the dead was ever a great forte with Abolitionists.

The dead never retort and never remind nor recall former in-

consistency or hypocrisy.

All of these have at last come back to us to testify with one

accord—^true it has taken time—^that he moved in an orbit all

his own ; that he had, indeed, no predecessors ; that he certainly

had no successors, if we are to judge by the scandals, the in-

completeness, the hollowness of the performances of his imme-

diate successors; if we are to judge by reconstruction under

the leadership of Tad Stevens and Ben Butler; by the im-

peachment of Andrew Johnson—easily the greatest political

crime in the history of republics ; by the scandals which fol-

lowed his golden era, including the Credit Mobilier statesmen,

the inauguration of the black night of carpet bag rule in the

Southern States, the attempt to intimidate the Supreme Court

and to destroy the Executive.

And from day to day we see in Lincoln the only hope, the

only heritage, which can save and keep secure the land he

made free and which he retained united. We must follow

whither he leads. We must become saturated and animated

with his ideals. We must live as he lived and must act as he

Carl Heinzen "Radicalismus.
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acted. Our government must remain as he would have it.

We must go for inspiration to him. We must have no false

guides, we must pursue no will-o-the-wisps which lead us from

the ancient landmarks—the Constitution and the Declaration,

the two documents he bade us preserve and revere. We must

inculcate the lessons of his life and the simple principles which

he prescribed for our children, if the land he transmitted to us

is to endure in the form in which he snatched it from the

cauldron of Civil War and rebellion. We must install him

in our homes, we must have him at our firesides, we must have

him in our hearts. Let his gentle spirit rule us and guide us.

And finally, we must summon up his benign countenance,

his humble life, his lofty preachments, to guide us and lead us

even as did our forefathers who followed him into the valley

of the shadow to save what the founders had transmitted to

him and to them.

Back to Lincoln, face to face with Lincoln, in accord with

Lincoln, in close companionship with that rare spirit should

be our leit motif, and the future of all his countrymen is

secure. Let the reverence we feel for him bring us into a

close study of his simple creed of life which will lead to love

of neighbor, to love of our country and our free institutions

of which we are to think as we rise in the morning and which

is to be our last thought as we fall into slumber at night, to the

end that we may transmit, unaltered, our institutions—of the

soundness of the principles upon which they rest we have finally

become convinced—to those who follow—the one best example

of government of the people and by the people. And if we
deserve to be, and it is granted by God that we be of Lincoln's

kind, then, indeed, will it be a government, a land, an inheritance

for all the people consecrated and hallowed and dedicated by

his life, by his travail, by his martyrdom, by his ascension to

glory—to the end of time—until everyone of us is again face

to face with Abraham Lincoln.
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